(F2) LL-EVO 1-Room, 2-Zone, 1-Daylight Zone  
A/B - Inboard/Outboard On/Off dimming  

LightLEEDer EVO Distributed Controller  

LightLEEDer EVO panel used for controlling 1 room with 2 zones A/B switching  
Remotely mounted R20D relays, for Open spaces requiring In-Board/Out-Board.  
Daylight sensor input 2 for Zone 2-B Window On/Off switching, Disabled when Zone 2-A is Off, motion sensor inputs for Occupancy/Vacancy.  
Optional plug-load relay, LightSync digital 2-Zone Non-Dim, 4x 1-Zone non-dim, or 1-Zone All On/Off toggle. Supports power for 1 to 8 LightSync input devices.